Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) support

What is a DPIA?
A DPIA is a risk-based assessment used to ensure that the data protection rights and freedoms of data subjects are protected when any processing of their data is performed by an organization.

DPIAs are a mandatory requirement of the GDPR that will greatly increase operational data protection-by-design across specific projects or processing scenarios existing at any given time.

Benefits of completing DPIAs include:
- Building trust and transparency with data subjects and stakeholders
- Essential tool in minimizing privacy and security risk
- Ensuring practical implementation of privacy for businesses
- Key to increasing awareness of privacy across organizations
- Supporting the identification of any data use concerns early in a project
- Actions and project decisions are less likely to be privacy intrusive or have any negative impacts on individuals
- Increasing the compliance with the GDPR and other privacy regulations

DPIA support - What we offer
As part of our GDPR service portfolio, our experienced consultants can support you in implementing all aspects of DPIA requirements across your organization.

Key DPIA support services within our product and service portfolio include:
- Understanding DPIA requirements - workshop support to identify and review key dataflows and projects, perform screening of proposed projects or processing activities to determine whether DPIAs are necessary in line with the GDPR
- CPIA training - we provide a number of training options that help your staff understand how to assess whether a DPIA is required, conduct the DPIA, as well as other supporting privacy assessments and compliance audits
- Completing DPIAs - we provide a number of options for assisting you in completing DPIAs:
  - Guided DPIAs with the assistance of our consultants
  - Risk and remediation planning
  - Guidance in implementing DPIAs into existing project/program management lifecycles
  - Follow up DPIAs to assess the adequacy of privacy risk mitigation strategies

Find out more
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Email: cyber.ie@bsigroup.com
Visit: bsigroup.com/cyber-ie

Relevant GDPR Articles: 35, 36
BSI Cybersecurity and Information Resilience

BSI Cybersecurity and Information Resilience helps you address your information challenges. We enable organizations to secure information, data and critical infrastructure from the changing threats that affect your people, processes and systems; strengthening your information governance and assuring resilience. Our cyber, information security and data management professionals are experts in:

Cybersecurity
Penetration testing, vulnerability management, incident response and cloud security solutions

Security awareness
Phishing and user awareness training, online solutions, social engineering and simulation testing

Information management and privacy
Information risk management, privacy, data protection, eDiscovery and forensics

Compliance and testing
PCI DSS services, Cyber Lab testing and product and software assessments (CC, CAS-T/CPA)

Our expertise is accredited by:
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